The Concentration Control Coefficent
Suppose a small change, δE xase , is made in the amount of enzyme E xase , and that this produces a small change in the concentration of the metabolite, Y . The fractional changes are δE xase /E xase and δY /Y . As δE xase tends to zero, the concentration control coefficient C Y xase is given by the ratio:
Alternatively: Response to a change in enzyme activity Consider the pathway:
Suppose that an extra amount of ydh is added, to increase the rate of the second step. What is the effect on the pathway? Response to a change in enzyme activity
The increased amount of ydh tends to lower the concentration of Y . The lower Y will: ■ Increase the rate of xase because of reduced product inhibition ■ Decrease the rate of ydh because of lower substrate concentration Response to a change in enzyme activity
The increased amount of ydh tends to raise the concentration of Z. The increased Z will: ■ Decrease the rate of ydh because of increased product inhibition ■ Increase the rate of zase because of higher substrate concentration 
Definition of the elasticity coefficent
Suppose a small change, δS, is made in the amount of a metabolite S that affects the rate of the reaction, v ydh catalysed by the enzyme ydh, producing a change δv ydh . All other metabolites affecting ydh are kept constant at the values they have in the metabolic pathway at steady state. The fractional changes are δS/S and δv ydh /v ydh . As δS tends to zero, the elasticity coefficient ε 
Elasticity of an allosteric enzyme
The curves show the Hill coefficient, the elasticity and the fractional saturation. Elasticities from enzyme kinetics
where ρ = Γ/K eq , and for the reaction:
S ⇋ P Γ, the mass action ratio, is defined as: The connectivity theorem Consider the pathway:
The connectivity theorem (Kacser & Burns, 1973) states the following relationships between the flux control coefficients and elasticities for this pathway: The connectivity theorem The concentration connectivity theorem Consider the pathway:
The concentration connectivity theorem states the following relationships between the flux control coefficients and elasticities for this pathway: 
The response coefficient
If an effector A that is not a metabolite of the pathway alters the flux via its action on an enzyme ydh, then the response coefficient (defined like control coefficients and elasticities) can be shown to be: R 2. Consider the glycolytic pathway, particularly the successive enzymes phosphofructokinase and aldolase:
· · · Fru-6-P P F K −→ Fru-1,6bisP Ald −→ DHAP + GAP · · · The elasticity of phosphofructokinase (PFK) with respect to fru-1,6-bisP, ε P F K F BP , is -0.01, whilst that of aldolase to the same metabolite ε ald F BP , is 2.5 in a particular cell. What is the ratio of the flux control coefficients of these two enzymes on glycolysis? What is the flux control coefficient of aldolase if ε P F K F BP is 0?
